A Natural Next Step

The Denver Metro area’s ready
mixed concrete dispatch team.

Cutting Edge Logistics Technology Helps Denver Ready Mix Team Optimize Performance

“I

t’s the biggest technological change I’ve seen in my 30
years in the business,” says Director of Production Services
Patrick Reeves.
“It literally required all 300 people on our team to play an
important role in the implementation,” says General Manager
Oliver Brooks.
“It’s allowing us to stay on the cutting edge of technology,”
says Logistics and Customer Relations Manager Colton Flint.
It’s a process called COMMANDoptimize (known at Martin
Marietta as Command Optimization) and it’s helping to bring
unparalleled service to ready mixed concrete customers in the
Denver Metro area.
At its core, Command Optimization is a tool – a powerful
calculator that takes into account “millions” of factors that could
impact a delivery of ready mixed concrete before offering the
dispatcher a recommended course of action.
For example, if a driver picks up his first load of the day at
the Quivas plant near the city’s center and makes a delivery to a
housing development on the west side, Command Optimization
will analyze all available jobs while factoring in elements like
travel time, driver performance and individual plant materials
before suggesting the next move. It may recommend the driver
return to Quivas for the next load and subsequent job. Or, it may
recommend the driver turn toward another plant.
The dispatcher always makes the final decision, but as
Command Alkon – the firm that designed the system – states,
Command Optimization “can juggle millions of facts” that a
single dispatcher could never fully consider.
Still, for as intelligent as the system is, it did not come to
Martin Marietta as a completed product. Flint says the entire
Denver Metro team spent more than two years reviewing and,
when necessary, changing its various processes in preparation for
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Command Optimization. In January, the team began training
and inputting many of the variable conditions described earlier
into the system. When Command Optimization went live on
March 27, its impact was almost immediate.
In its first few months, the system helped the Denver team
increase both delivery capacity and dispatch efficiency, which
support the aim of providing premium customer service. Beyond
that, Command Optimization was well received by the people
who make Denver Metro run.
“The hardest part is retraining your mind, but once the
lightbulb goes on, you start to see how things work and you
realize that they’re going to work well,” says Dispatch Lead
Paul London.
Senior Customer Service Representative Veronica Howard
feels similarly.
“Our team has been through so much training to utilize this
new system,” she says. “We’re all to a point now where we’re
excited that we’re able to use our skills.”
Mixer drivers, too, are noticing the change. Randy Turner,
a Quivas-based driver, says he and his peers are hauling more
loads of concrete while providing better customer service since
Command Optimization went live. The system, he says, has
made his work more fulfilling.
“I visit more of the city each day and I like that,” he says.
“I’m building relationships with different customers and I have
greater opportunity to visit with drivers from other plants.”
Brooks says this type of initiative is exactly what is expected
from a market leader like Martin Marietta.
“We have invested in the best safety culture, the best team, the
best plant network, the best mixer fleet and the best customer
base,” he says. “Investing in this, the best technology available
to our industry, is a natural next step.” t

